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Chairman Johnson and Distinguished Members:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the issues raised in these important

hearings.

My name is Glenn Matthew Taubman. I am a Staff Attorney with the National

Right to Work Legal Defense Foundation, in Springfield, Virginia. Since the Foundation

was founded in 1968, it has provided free legal aid to workers who choose to stand apart

from a labor union, to exercise the “right to refrain” that Congress granted them under § 7

of the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 157, and that, more fundamentally, is

guaranteed by the First Amendment freedom of association.  

I have worked as a Foundation staff attorney for almost twenty years.  In that time,

I have provided free legal representation to thousands of individual employees

nationwide, seeking through litigation to vindicate their fundamental constitutional and

civil rights against compulsory unionism abuses perpetrated by both unions and

employers.  In addition to representing public sector employees in a wide variety of

federal civil rights cases dealing with the abuses of compulsory unionism,1  I have spent a
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large part of my professional life litigating cases under the National Labor Relations Act.2 

 In recent years, I have been representing individual employees facing a new challenge to

their right to refrain from compulsory unionism: so-called “neutrality and card check”

programs hatched by unions to help force union “representation” on unwilling employees. 

I am counsel or co-counsel in numerous currently pending cases challenging some form

of “neutrality and card check” scheme.3  
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WHAT IS “NEUTRALITY AND CARD CHECK?”

Frustrated that workers are not voluntarily choosing to join or be represented by

unions, labor union officials have turned to organizing employers and imposing

unionization on employees from the top down.  The National Labor Relations Board

reports that unions win less than 50% of secret ballot elections, and that figure does not

even include the many occasions where unions withdraw election petitions and walk away

because they lack employee support.  Of necessity, union officials do not want to

publicize these election losses, preferring to act secretly.  A case in point recently

occurred at the Magna Donnelly plant in Lowell, Michigan.  There, the United Auto

Workers union (UAW) secured an agreement for strict employer neutrality, but with the

stipulation that there be a secret-ballot election.  Even with strict employer neutrality, the

UAW lost badly, with one employee publicly commenting to the local newspapers,

“Unions are not needed in America anymore.”4  Unions obviously would rather operate in

secrecy. 

So what exactly is a “neutrality agreement?”  It is an enforceable contract between

a union and an employer – usually kept secret from the very employees it targets5 – under
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which the employer agrees to support a union’s attempt to organize its workforce.

Although these agreements come in several different forms, common provisions include: 

· Gag Rule: While most neutrality agreements purport merely to require an

employer to remain “neutral,” in reality they impose a gag order on speech not favorable

to the union. A company, including its managers and supervisors, is prohibited from

saying anything negative about the union or unionization during an organizing drive.

Employees are only permitted to hear one side of the story: the version the union officials

want employees to hear.  In a recent speech to the ABA, NLRB Chairman Battista

criticized the growing use of neutrality agreements and stated that the “purpose of using

neutrality agreements is not to expedite [employee free choice], but to silence one of the

parties.”  Daily Labor Reporter, Five Members Discuss Decisionmaking, Wide Variety of

Issues at ABA Meeting, August 15, 2003, Page B-1.

For example, the UAW’s model “neutrality clause” states that an employer may

not “communicate in a negative, derogatory or demeaning nature about the other party

(including the other party’s motives, integrity, character or performance), or about labor

unions generally.”6  In practice this requires employers to refrain from providing even

truthful information in response to direct employee questions.  In contrast to this

employer silence, the UAW’s model neutrality agreement requires the signatory employer

to affirmatively “advise its employees in writing and orally that it is not opposed to the

UAW being selected as their bargaining agent.”  Such limits on free speech, and
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requirements of forced pro-union speech, are purposefully designed to squelch debate and

keep employees in the dark about the union that covets them.  

· No Secret Ballot Election: Most neutrality agreements include a “card check”

agreement. Under such an agreement, employees are not permitted to vote on union

representation in a secret ballot election monitored by the National Labor Relations

Board. Instead, the employer pledges to recognize the union automatically if it can

produce a certain number of signed union authorization cards. Experience shows that

employees are often coerced or misled into signing these authorization cards.  For

example, employees report being falsely told that these union authorization cards are

merely health insurance enrollment forms, non-binding “statements of interest,” requests

for an election, or even tax forms.7  

Indeed, the United States Supreme Court has recognized this as well: “We would

be closing our eyes to obvious difficulties, of course, if we did not recognize that there

have been abuses, primarily arising out of misrepresentations by union organizers as to

whether the effect of signing a card was to designate the union to represent the employee
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for collective bargaining purposes or merely to authorize it to seek an election to

determine that issue.”8

Moreover, when an employee signs (or refuses to sign) a union authorization card,

he or she is not likely to be alone.  Indeed, it is likely that this decision is made in the

presence of one or more union organizers pressuring the employee to sign a card.  This

solicitation could occur during or immediately after a union mass meeting or a company-

paid captive audience speech, or it could occur in the employee’s own home during an

unsolicited union “home visit.”  In all cases the employee’s decision is not secret, as in an

election, since the union clearly has a list of who has signed a card and who has not. 

Thus, a choice against signing a union authorization card does not end the decision-

making process for an employee in the maw of “card check drive,” but often represents

only the beginning of harassment and intimidation for that employee.  

In sharp contrast, each employee participating in an NLRB-conducted election

makes his or her choice one time, in private.  There is no one with the employee at the

time of decision.  The ultimate choice of the employee is secret from both the union and

the employer.  Once the employee has made the decision “yea or nay” by casting a ballot,

the process is at an end.  Thus, only with an Orwellian world-view can unions claim that

“we save industrial democracy and employee free choice by doing away with the secret

ballot election.”  
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· Access to Premises: Neutrality agreements commonly give the union permission

to come on company property during work hours for the purpose of collecting union

authorization cards. This differs from the guidelines set by the NLRB and the courts,

under which an employer has no obligation to, and may actually be prohibited from,

providing the union with such sweeping access to its employees. 

· Access to Personal Information: Neutrality agreements frequently require that

the company provide personal information about employees to the union, including where

employees and their families live. Armed with a company-provided list of the names and

addresses of each employee, union officials can conduct “home visits” to pressure

employees to sign union authorization cards. 

Employee Faith Jetter attested to what happened after her employer provided the

HERE union with her personal information: 

I was called at home and also contacted in person by HERE union
representatives and urged to sign a union authorization card.  These union
representatives already had my name and home address and telephone number.  I
was asked if the union representatives could come to my home and make a
presentation about the union.  I allowed them to come, as I was willing to listen.

Two union representatives came to my home and made a presentation about
the union.  They tried to pressure me into signing the union authorization card, and
even offered to take me to out dinner.  I refused to sign this card as I had not yet
made a decision at that time.  

Shortly thereafter, the union representatives called again at my home, and
also visited my home again to try to get me to sign the union authorization card.  I
finally told them that my decision was that I did not want to be represented by this
union, and that I would not sign the card.  

Despite the fact that I had told the union representatives of my decision to
refrain from signing the card, I felt like there was continuing pressure on me to
sign.  These union representatives and others were sometimes in and around the
hotel, and would speak to me or approach me when I did not want to speak with
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them.  I also heard from other employees that the union representatives were
making inquiries about me, such as asking questions about my work performance. 
I found this to be an  invasion of my personal privacy.  Once when I was on
medical leave and went into the hospital, I found that when I returned to work the
union representatives knew about my hospitalization and my illness.  I felt like
their knowledge about me and my illness was also an invasion of my personal
privacy.9

· Captive Audience Speeches: Employees may be forced to attend company-paid

“captive audience” speeches pursuant to neutrality agreements. In these mandatory

forums, the union and management work together to pressure employees to sign up for

the union. Sometimes it is announced that the union and company have already formed a

“strategic partnership,” making union representation seem a foregone conclusion. In one

facility owned by Johnson Controls Inc., it was strongly implied that if workers did not

support the union’s organizing effort, they risked losing potential job opportunities.  Can

it be said that employees freely signed cards after such coercion?

HOW DO UNIONS SECURE NEUTRALITY AGREEMENTS?

Employers are often pressured into neutrality agreements by union picketing,

threats, or comprehensive “corporate campaigns.” Some employers are pressured into

neutrality agreements by other companies who are acting at the behest of union officials.

A neutrality agreement itself may require an employer to impose the neutrality agreement
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on other companies with whom it affiliates.10  But do employees who are targets of these

agreements approve?  Are they ever asked?  Many do not even know that such a deal

covering their unionization exists.  As employee Faith Jetter noted in her sworn

Declaration (Exhibit 3), “I heard that the Hotel and the HERE union signed an agreement

covering the union’s attempt to organize the employees of the Hotel.  I also learned that

this agreement required my employer to give the HERE union a list of employees’ names

and addresses, and access to the employees inside of the Hotel.  No one asked me if I

approved of this, and I do not.  I am opposed to the Hotel giving the HERE union a list of

with my name and personal information,  and allowing them access to me in the

workplace.”

Even more ominous, there is a growing trend in which state and local politicians

pass laws mandating that employers who wish to do business with the state or locality

must sign neutrality agreements. In one notorious case, the San Francisco Airport

Authority mandated that any concessionaires who wished to lease space at the airport had

to first sign a neutrality agreement. That governmental interference in private labor

relations was held to be federally preempted, and was enjoined.11  Unfortunately, many
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state and local politicians are still attempting to require neutrality agreements as a

condition of contracting with the government or of obtaining grants, even though most, if

not all, such requirements are federally preempted.  

The bottom line is this: employees’ rights of free choice are sacrificed and lost

under so-called “neutrality agreements.” Instead of being able to freely choose for

themselves whether they desire union representation through a secret ballot election,

management and union officials work together to impose unionization on workers from

the top down. 

AN EXAMPLE OF WORKER ABUSE UNDER“NEUTRALITY AGREEMENTS”

There are many pending legal cases challenging neutrality agreements and card

checks as abuses of workers’ rights, some of which are cited in footnote 3 above.  One

that particularly highlights these abuses is Dana Corp. and UAW, Case Nos. 7-CA-46965-

1 and 7-CB-14083-1and 7-CA-47078-1 and 7-CB-14119.  

In this case, the UAW has been trying to unionize the Dana Corporation plant in

St. Johns, Michigan (“Dana St. Johns”) for several years, without success.  In August,

2003, the UAW reached a “partnership” agreement with Dana that covers the employees

of Dana St. Johns (and others), even though the UAW does not represent any of the

targeted employees.  The terms of this “partnership” agreement have been kept secret.  
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This “partnership” agreement is undisputably a “labor contract” enforceable under

§ 301 of the NLRA, 29 U.S.C. § 185.  See UAW v. Dana Corp., 278 F.3d 548 (6th Cir.

2002).  The provisions of this enforceable contract: 1) establish a “card check” and

dispense with NLRB-supervised secret ballot elections, 2) establish joint UAW-Dana

captive audience speeches; 3) gag all supervisors from even truthfully answering

employees’ questions;  4) give union organizers wide access to employees in the plant;

and 5) give union organizers personal information about the employees including home

addresses – all with the joint goal of prodding these employees into accepting the UAW

as their representative.  In practice, the UAW has also used this “partnership” to limit

employees’ ability to revoke their authorization cards, by informing them that in order to

do so, one or more union officials must personally come to their homes!

The UAW and Dana entered into their “partnership” agreement out of fear that the

union would continue to fail in its quest to unionize the employees at Dana St. Johns and

elsewhere.  This “partnership agreement” is a classic example of a “bargaining to

organize” scheme, wherein union officials commit to act in a manner favorable to

management interests in exchange for employer assistance with gaining and maintaining

control over employees.12  Despite public fanfare about the existence of this

“partnership,” the specific terms of the agreement are secret from the very employees it

targets, and whose interests it compromises.  
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As noted, the employees of Dana St. Johns have long rejected the UAW as their

collective bargaining agent.  It is for this reason that in the fall of 2003, a majority 

of the Dana St. Johns employees signed a petition which stated unequivocally:

PETITION AGAINST UAW “REPRESENTATION”

The undersigned employees of Dana Corporation-St. Johns, MI., do NOT want to
be “represented” by the UAW union, do NOT want to join the UAW union, and do NOT
wish to support the UAW union in any manner.

To the extent that any of the undersigned employees have ever previously signed a
UAW membership card or UAW “authorization card”, the undersigned hereby
REVOKES that card.  More specifically, that Dana Corporation, the UAW union, and all
third parties or arbitrators take NOTICE that any such card signed by an undersigned
employee prior to the signing of this petition is NULL AND VOID.

The undersigned employees of Dana Corporation DO NOT wish to be subjected in
any way to the “partnership agreement” sign by corporate Dana officials and corporate
UAW officials, and request that Dana Corporation and the UAW union CEASE giving
any affect to the “partnership agreement” at this Dana plant in St. Johns, MI.

The undersigned employees of Dana Corporation hereby request that Dana
Corporation NOT disclose or otherwise reveal to the UAW union, or its agents, any
personal information about them; including, but not limited to: their name, social security
number, home address, telephone number, job title, or work history.

The undersigned employees of Dana Corporation hereby request that Dana
Corporation expressly recognize that the UAW union does NOT represent a majority of
the employees at this facility, at which we work, for an irrevocable period of one-year. 

This petition states in part that the undersigned employees recognize the
destructive and self-serving behavior of the UAW, and its documented role in union
violence, union corruption, and plant closures caused by featherbedding and other
uneconomic union work rules.

Finally, I DO NOT want any UAW officials, organizers, or agents calling or
visiting me at my home.  I hereby deny access to my property to any UAW official,
organizer, or agent.
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Respectfully Submitted,

Dana Corporation, St. Johns employees 

[Signatures]

Copies of this petition – signed by a majority of employees – were delivered to

both Dana management officials and UAW officers.  However, the petition was not acted

upon by Dana or the UAW.  Although the petition recites that the signatures are

irrevocable for one year, Dana and the UAW nevertheless conducted their captive

audience speeches, Dana gave out lists of employees’ names and home addresses, gagged

its supervisors and the UAW conducted home visits.  In response to employee inquiries

about revoking previously signed authorization cards, UAW officials told employees that

the only way to revoke their cards was for union organizers to personally visit them at

their homes. In short, these employees have not been respected in their congressionally-

granted “right to refrain.”  To the contrary, they have been subject to a concerted

campaign to force them to sign union cards, whether they wish to or not.

CONCLUSION:  None of the abusive situations outlined herein, which are just the

tip of the iceberg, would be happening if the National Labor Relations Act prohibited

secret ballot elections, and outlawed union “recognition” via coercive “card checks.”  I

trust these hearings will shed further light on the abuses inherent in “neutrality and card

check” processes. 


























































